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Alyssa James never thought the peak of her career would be dancing in a bar for tips, but it put food

on the table and a roof over her sonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s head. She always promised herself she

wouldnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t be there forever, and sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢d pave a good path for her son,

Cameron.Vivian Silva, a hotel heiress bred from money and opportunity, goes against the family

fortune in the hopes of making a name for herself as a budding photographer in New York City.

SheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s well on the way to that path when she happens upon a bar with a beautiful

bartender.Alyssa and VivianÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s worlds collide that night. By some twist of fate, or by pushy

best friends, they continue to see each other as intrigue and romance spark. But coming from

different upbringings may be the very thing that will keep them apart.
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What a delightful story! Lays, Olivia, and Cameron were such sweet characters! The story line was



cleverly done. Very good character development. The supporting characters were equally well done

including Helena (Olivia's mother). All in all, a very well done story!

This is the first book I have read by this author and it was great. It's one of those stories that you just

want to stay up all night reading. I loved the anticipation of waiting to see what happened next and

really enjoyed getting to know the characters.

I just loved this book & would recommend all my friends & family to read it also! I look forward to see

what else this author will write & wish for a continuing series with Lys & Vivian!! Very well written.

Highly recommend. I couldn't put the book down once I started. I was addicted as soon as

characters arrived. I just wanted to know everything about them

I read Ms. Jimenez other book Letters and figured this is long and I'm sure worth it...and whadayano

I was right. First of all a couple things did irk me like not really knowing their age until the end. Yes, i

know thats dumb but I kept trying to firgure it out and itbwas distracting. Because we know how old

Cameron is and thenwe know how long Lys was at Underground and when Vivian' dad passed

away and for the life of me a+bÃƒÆ’Ã‚â€”c was not giving me anyone's age. At the end you do find

out they are 6 years apart so from my detective work they met when Lys was in her mid 20's. Now

that I got that out of the way...The story is a good one and long so well worth the money spent on it.

The main characters are relatable. Lys growing up with nothing in bad situation and trying do right

for her kid. And Vivian trying to be her own person with a controlling mother. Lots of obstacles but of

course mainly mother. I do like how the story doesn't end with main conflict being resolved. Actually

I like how the main conflict isn't really resolved but amicable for all parties.The ending did feel like a

ton was crammed in and could have easily been expanded into maybe another book but its a good

ending.I enjoyed it and will continue reading Ms. Jimenez's works

I picked this book because I liked the authors book Dear Taylor so I thought I would give this one a

try. Overall it was a good a good read the only complaint that I have is that the word smirked was

used to much for me. Also I would have liked to know what was the age difference between the

characters were since the words older woman and younger woman was used all the time. Other

than that like I said it was a good read now I am waiting for the sequel for Dear Taylor.



I picked this up because I really enjoyed Dear Taylor, and I'm glad I did. It was a really nice read

about a couple from such disparate backgrounds who still managed to make it work, though not

without some pretty serious rough patches. Glad I bought it. Now back to eagerly awaiting the

followup to Dear Taylor!

This is a must read;one of the best written books that I have read;everything flowed smoothly and

you just didn't want to put down;I hope there will be a book #2 to finish off ;
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